Abstract. The time-domain analysis in typical second order control system is given. The performance indicators of the unit step response system are calculated. Based on the MATLAB simulation, the unit step response performance indicators through the M function and Simulink dynamic structure diagram are obtained. The theory analysis and the simulation results are compared.
Introduction
The time-domain analysis method is used to solve the dynamic response of the system according to the Laplasse transform of differential equation system. The typical dynamic responses are included of the unit step response unit, the unit ramp response, the acceleration response and the unit impulse response etc.
One purpose of time domain analysis is to solve the performance indicators of the response system. The general performance indicators of step response include Peak Time (TP), Overshoot, Adjust Time（ts）, and the Steady-state Error (ess).
Theoretical Analysis
The system which can be used to describe the two order differential equation is called second-order system. Its typical structure is shown in Figure 1 . The performance indicators and dynamic parameters of the system will be calculated under the unit Step function signal.
So the corresponding relation between the parameters and coefficient is shown as below. 
The absence of damping angle frequency and damping ratio is got as below.
So we will get the damping angle frequency. The symbols meanings of above program are given as follows. MP is Peak Magnitude; TP is Peak Time; ESS is Steady-state Error; B1 is Overshoot of first peak; B2 is Overshoot of second peak; Sigma is overshoot of step response; n is attenuation of step response; Pusi is decrement of step response; T is period; F is frequency.
Simulation Based on Simulink of MATLAB
The Simulink dynamic structure diagram of second order system based on MATLAB is given as figure 5 . And it is named as "erjie". The time-domain analysis in typical second order control system is given. The performance indicators of the unit step response system are calculated. Based on the MATLAB simulation, the unit step response performance indicators through the M function and Simulink dynamic structure diagram are obtained. The theory analysis and the simulation results are compared. This paper has good auxiliary function to use and study the typical second order control system.
